
Elder Board Meeting Minutes

March 23rd, 2021

GCC Community Room

Present: Robin Wantoch; Fran Yanuzzi; Steve Saunders; Adam Hoskinson

Absent: Amy Gibes; Gary Miller; Chris Stephens

Guests: Nancy Westover; Tony Guagliardo

Steve opened in prayer at 6:35.  Prayer for GCC/Gurnee. Many God sightings shared over the last week

Elder Goals: While our church documents should not be our primary deliverable as a board of elders, it is

still our responsibility to review them and ensure they:

○ Are internally consistent

○ Describe the direction, purposes, values, and "governance" of our church

As a board, we should review and confirm (or revise) them over the course of the year.  Are there any changes as

a result of our time apart or reflecting on COVID? Robin will look over how the documents are divided, and we

can read and review them on a regular (monthly?) basis. This might also be a chance to assess how we are doing

in accomplishing or staying consistent to these principles.

Staff Assignments: Chris brought up last time that meeting regularly and supporting the staff and directors is

sorely missed.  This needs to be re-established. Is any realignment necessary?  (Perhaps to be discussed next

meeting). Please reach out this week.

Completely Free to Thrive: Fran and Phil meeting in a few weeks to restart the process. Chris and Phil have met

regarding changes to the committee (due to COVID and life circumstances) over the last year Pray for the right

team to come together and next steps

Director's Meeting (Nancy- filling in for Gary): Trying to maintain a flat budget. Discussing outdoor services

returning for the summer. Discussed congregational responses to having the same service at both times. There

is a sense that some (many?) are hopeful that the first service will return to a more traditional format

State of the Church: Reminder: Communion will be Palm Sunday (3/28) instead of Easter. Discussion of prayer

team - Prayer team looking for volunteers willing/able/desiring to cover the online platform. "If you're watching

this recorded (not live) you can still click on the connection card to send in a prayer request." Are we still looking

into having a phone number available? Will set up a meeting in the near(er) future to cover many of these

discussions

Nancy & Tony Questions - open discussion  

Fran ended us in prayer at 8:23.


